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Nature of Work: 

According to the British War Office specifi-

cations, machine gun carrier track  links are  to be made 

of whiteheart malleable Iran case-hardened by a cyanide 
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heat treatment. The finished links are required to 

withstand a load of 10e 000 pounds when bent between 

8-inCh centres. They must also have a file-hard  surface  

and a bending . angle or at least five degrees on the 

. broken sample. 

In the making of the whiteheart malleable 

irone  a portion of the carbon from the cast-Iron is 

removed by oxidation. However e  excessive oxidation 

during the process of decarburization besides burning 

the carbon will also tend to build up a heavy scale at . 

the expense of the Iron casting. This detrimental effect 

can be considerably decreased by adjusting the compoe-- 

 tion of the cast iron s  and by using proper methods in 

the decarburization process. The folloWing report 

discusses different possible decarburization methods 

and some particular properties conferred by various 

heat treatments. This :Investigation also describes 

the results obtained on the finished  articlesand 

gives a detailed account of the chemical tosts e  bend 

tests »  break tests e  hardness test% and microscopic 

examinations. 

2nginpfMa,t9rialg 

The iron castings used in this investigation 

were sent by the international Harvester Go. of Canada e  

Lim:Uccl e  Hamilton e  On  

1VIaoro_Pc9Pic ElSgelleWt 

. The links cast by the International Harvester 

Go. of Ganada e  Limited e  appeared to meet with the dimen-

sional requirements of the.War Office specificationse  
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except for the bearing holes at eaCh end of the link. 

These holes were found to be a little oversized. 

Furthermore p  a careful inspection of the castings  re 

vealed the presence of several blow holes. 

Chemical  Analvess 

A sample taken from  one  of the castings 

analysed as followsg 

Carbon 	2.90 per cent 
Manganese 	0.2Y per cent 
Silicon 	0.59 per cent 
Sulphur 	0.057 per cent 
Phosphorus 	00111 per cent 

pecarburizp.tlen  Tests) 

The castings were decarburized through the 

use of (1) a solid oxidising medium 2) a gaseous 

oxidising medium. 

1. 	Deca -rblirizatign_thr9ugh_the u9e_X_s. 

polld oxidisine2_medpme The methed used in Europe 

to obtain white-heart malleable castings consists in 

heating the article at 1600°  to 1700°F for several 

days in a suitably treated packing of iron oxides. 

Experiments wore therefore conducted to determine 

the conditions under which the oxidation of carbon 

could take place In a solid packing medium without 

formation of excessive scaling. European cast-irons 

are-relatively low ln silicon and manganese o  though 

high in sulphur. Irons of this composition decarburize 

more readl1y9  as their carbides are more stable. 

Higher silicon content also tends to increase scaling e  

due to this highly oxidisable constituent. (Ingall 

and Field »  Jour. Iron & Steel Inst0 9  1 »  265 g  1925) 
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Canada, Limited. Bars of cast-iron of the type mon- 
i.  

tioned were embedded in some packing medium placed 

The different packing media used were com-

posed of hematite or mixtures of hematite and mill 

scale provided by the International Harvester  Go e of 

25 
40 
YO 

100 

67.9 
69.2 
69.8 
71.2 
72.7 

1 	100 
2 	75 
3 	60 
4 	30 
5 
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In a well lute  pot. The following table lits  the 

media used e  and the total oxygen present in the var 

bus  media: 

No  Hematite, Mill Scale, Oxygen content, 
Per-qee -P.qr °.ee- 

The scale thickhoss was derived from  the 

actual measurements of the bars before and after-

heating in the various hdxtures for 96 heurs at •  

1670°F. The cooling rate in this, and in all gub-

sequent experiments e  was approximately the net:Me and 

averaged 1°F per minute be;ween 1600°F and 10000F 0  

At the end of overy 96-hour q.ycle e  the cast-iron bars 

were removed for examinatlen and replaced by new  once 

 of the  carne  original weight. 

Decrease  In   the Totql  Thickness of Bar 

No. 	A 	 0 

1 	P. 	.088 inch 	023 inch 
.081 inch 

3 	 .012 inch 
4 	c 	069 ill ch  . 
5 	su 	.054 inch oq 

0 
t.73' 
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2090 
 0.48 

1.06 

1.39 

1.80 

2090 
0.53 

1.07 

1.46 

1.92 
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A—Mixtures of fresh oxides. 

B—Mixtures of oxides after undergoing 96- 

hour annealing cycle. 

0—Mixtures of oxides after undergoing twice 

this 96-hour annealing cycle. 

Layer samples were taken from No. 10  and 30 

and analysed for carbon. The following results were 

obtaîned 

Carbon content  ,_per  cent 
30  

Content of original casting 
let  layer 1/32 in 0  from surface 
2nd layer 1/32 in. to 1/16 In o  

from surface 
3rd layer 1/16 in. to 3/32 in 0  

from surface 
4th layer 3/32 In. to 1/8 in 0  

from surface 

A link weighing 3 pounds was embedded in 

approximately 5 pounds of a mixture of 60 per cent 

hematite and 40 per cent  mill scale. It was kept at 

1670àF for 96  houri and cooled at the rate of 10F per 

minute down to below the lower critical point. .A heavy 

scale was noticed on the surface of the casting. After 

sandblasting away this scale, the bearing holes were 

found to be approximately 0.045 :Inch larger than before 

the heating. 

The following table shows the variation in 

the carbon content of this link and of a link treated 

by the International Harvester Co. of Canada e  Limited e  

In  their regular packing material for 100 hours at 

16000  to 17000F: 

(Next page) 
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.1.>" 

1St 
211d 
rd 

5th 
Original 

Layer Zone tram 

0 to 1/52 in. 
1/32 to 1/16  in 

 1/16 to 5/32 in. 
3/52 to 1/8 in. 
1/8 to 5/16 in. 

content 

Carbon content,  p_er . cent 
A 

0.48* 	0.51 
0.71 	1.15 
1;02 	1.05 
1.23 	1.82 
159 	2.18 
2.90 	2.90 

*--Carbon valuo mgh at surface due to 

cyaniding. 

A--Llnk Ll decarburized In a mixture of 

60 per cent hematite and 40 per cent mill scale at 

1670°F for 96 hours. 

B--Link decarburlzed by the international 

Harvester Co. of Canada, Limited, for 100 hours at 

16000  to 1700°P in their regular packing. 

- 2. 	Decarburization:hrceeh_y4e use_of  afflepus  

oxidising medium: Three different methods of decarbur-

lzation were tried--(1) with a esynthetle n  flue gas, 

(2) with a stream of pure carbon dioxide, (3) with 

carbon dioxide in a stationary system. 

A mixture of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and 

oxygen was tried as a decarburizing medium. It had the 

following composition, averaging that of flue gas, with 

the exception of Its water vapor content and traces of 

sulphur dioxide: 

Oxygen 	 6 per cent
Carbon dioxide 	12 per cent 
Nitrogen 	 82 per cent 

The gas mixture was passed over the hot castings con-

tained in a closed vessel which was kept at 1680°F for 

96 hours. The rate of flow of the gas entering the 

reaction vessel was kept constant at 170 c.c. per min-

ute throughout the whole operation. The scale was 
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approximately .03 inch:thick. The degree of decarbur-

Ization Is given below° 

The decarburization of the same type of  Lon 

 was also tried e  making use of carbon dioxide instead 

Of nsynthetle flue gas; and othergise using the same 

experimental conditions (96 hours at 1680°F). The • 

scaling was practically nil and the decaxeburlzation 

was fairly good e  as shown by the following  figures 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
Original 

idîng. 

0 to 1/52 in. 
1/32 to 1/16 fin. 
1/16 to 3/32 in. 
3/32 to 'ile/8 in. 
1/8 to  3/16 ln. 

content 

*--Carbon values high at 

0.80* 
0.83 
1.09 
1.en 
2.21 
2.90 

surface due to 

0.56 
0071 
1.08 
1.56 
1.68 
2.90 

cyan- 

ALink L2 treated in n synthotic" flue gas 

for 96 hours at 1680°F 0 

B--Link  1,3 treated in carbon dioxide for 

96 hours at 1680°F 0  

A new decarburizing method was triod e  using 

carbon dioxide in a stationary system. The castings 

were  placed in an air-tight vessel on top of a tray 

containing hematite ore. No portion of the castings 

was in actual contact with the ore. At the start e  

the  air ln the vessel was replaced by a carbon dioxide 

atmosphere and the whole system was heated to 1680°F •  

for 96 hours. The decaleourization e  in such a system e  

would take place through the carbon dioxide which 

would be continually regenerated by the action of the 

hot metallic oxide (after being'transformed into carbon 
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monoxide ln contact with the Iron carbide of the 

castings). The same experiment wu  s also tried at a 

higher temperature-1740°F. Upon completion of tho 

treatment »  the specimen showed no appreciable amount 

of scaling. On analysis »  the following figures were 

obtaînedg 

Layer 7.ono from 	Carbon content per  cent 

ist 	 0 to 1/32 In, ' 	0.71* 0.69* 0.76* 
2nd 	 1/32 to  1/16 in, 	0.86 0.84 0.73 
3rd 	 1/16 to 3/52 in. 	1.58 1 051 1.14 
4th 	 3/52 to y8 in. 	1.90 1.98 1093 
5th 	 1/8 to 3 16 in. 	2.10 2.12 2006 
Original content 	 2.90 2.90 2.90 

*--Oarbon values high  at surface due to cyan- 

Wing. 

A—Link L4 treated at 1680°F for 96 hours. 

• 

	

	B--Link L6 treated at 1680°F for 96 hours. 

0--Link L5 treated at 17400F for 96 hours. 

07ianiding Treatment 

Prior to cyanid -Ingo  the  surface  of the casting 

was well sandblasted. A double cyaniding treatment was . 	. 	. 

then given to the decarburized castings. The purpose 

of this double treatment Is to obtain a tough core 9  to-

gether with a hard case. The links were first heated 

for 40 minutes (total time) to 175041F in a cyaniding 

bath of the following composition 

Sodium cyanide* 50 per cent 
Sodium carbonate 30 per cent 
Sodium chloride 20 per cent 

*--Approximately 1.5 par cent of sodium cyanide 

was added for . every hour of beating to keep the proper 

concentration. 
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They were then cooled in air at room temperature 9  reheated 

to a temperature above the critical range of the high 

carbon case (about 30 minutes total time) 9  and quenched 

in a pure mineral oil to prevent any saponification° 

This oil was kept at room temperature° 

The drawing was done at various temperatures 

ranging from 400°P to 565°F for about 1  houx,  110 appreci-

able variation of surface hardness was noticed for these 

different drawing temDoratures. 

The first treatment was the are  for all the 

different links treated 9 	e. 9  40 minutes heating to 

1750eF in the cyanide bath and cooling slowly in air° 

The second treatment of each link will  bø  considered-

ieparatolyg 

Aix* Li  - (Decarburized In a 60-40 per cent 

mixture of hematite and mill scale for 96 hours ab 16709P.) 

Heated to 14750F for 30 minutes; quenched in oil; drawn 

at 5350F for 1 hour. 

pink . L2 (Decarburized in a 9 synthetio n  flue 

gas mixture for 96 houri  at 1680°F.) nbated to 1475°F 

for 30 minutes; quenched in oil; drawn at 4000F for 1 hour. 

Link  L3 - (Decarburized in a carbon dioxide 

stream for 96  hou  rs at 1680°F.) Heated to 14750F fOr 

30 minutes; quenched in oii drawn at 400°F for 1 hour. 

Link L4 - (Deoarburized over hematite for 

96 hours at 16800F0) Heated to 1440°F for 25 minutes; 

quenched in oil; drawn at 5650F for 1;A- Ileum 

Link L5 - (Decarburised over hematite for 

96 hours at 1740°F0) Heated to 1500°F for 30  minutes; 
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quenched in 0114 drawn at 535°F for 1 hour. 

Link  L6 (Decarburizod over hematite for 

96 hours at 1680°F0) Heated to 1400°F fo r . 25 minutes; 

quenched in oil; drawn at 535°P for 1 hour. 

Hardness Tests: 

Hardness tests were mn on the ease and the 

core of the treated 1ink 9  the Vickers method being used 

in all cases. For the core 9  a 30-4dlogramload was 

used. Hardness determinations on the ease were made 

on the outside surface  ando  In several instance% on 

the Inner bearing surface of the link. No appreciable 

	

difference was.observed between the outside and li ner 	' 

bearing eurface determinations indicating that the 

cyanidIng 9  as well as the quenc1tIng 9  was satisfactory 

in that particular portion of the link. 

HardnessiVicker,$)  

Case 	 Gore (30-Kg load) 
i:•g. 54Cg0 10-Kg0 	1 min. 	 --frEeéritre 
load  J oad  1oa 	 e 	edge 	of  qPre 

Li 	 484 477 473 	183 	206 	331 
L2 	 --- 644 673 	402 	391 	309 
L5 	 --_ 516 --- 	242 	285 	365 
L4 	 439 425 585 	187 	214 	223 
L5 	 --- 526 514 	274 	451 	291 
L6 	 551 469 --- 	166 	199 	234 
British-made 

link 	481 310 --- 	155 	 245 

Bend  Tests: 

The 11nks 3  treated as mentioned above 9  were 

bent between 8-1nch centres in an Amsler Universal 

testing machine 9  the guide portions of the castings 

being in a vertical position during the test. The bend- 

ing angle wad calculated . for different loads by measuring 
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the permanent deformation at these loads. To measure 

this deformation, the load had to be removed. - in . re-

loading the link there was prdbably a certain amount 

of work hardening whichwould tend to raise the ultimate 

breaking load slightly. The values observed  fo  r each 

link are given, together with the measured bend on the 

broken parts of the link. Thiel bend is greater than 

that calculated at the ultimate breaking load, due to 

gubscquant decimation after this ultimate load is 

attained. Poe comparîson9  typical values obtained 

in earlier work on a British-made link are also given. 

Load  in  _pounds  Bend in dee)wees 
Li 	L2 	L3 	124 L5 L6 British-made 

link 
C 	 taerc,,a 

	

59000 	 -- 	- - 	. 

	

6,000 	 0.6 	0.5 	0.4 	0.5 0.2 0.8 

	

9 0 000 	 1,3 	0.7 	1.3 	1.6 -- 2.1  

	

- 10,000 	 1.7 	1.0(M) -. 	2.2 0.4 5.2 	1.7 

	

10 0 500 	• 	 ..__ 	2 G1(m) -. -- .-- 

(I) 	• . 

	

11 0 000 	 -(7.1)* 	-- 	-- 	-- -- b o i 	.- .. 

	

11 0 500 	 .t,. 	-- 	4,9. ,.. -.  

	

11800 	 - -. 	-- 	.. 	(M)  

	

129 000 	 5.0 	-- • --, 	-- 0.7 6.7 	4.6 

	

12,500 	(m) .- 

	

12 9 550 	 4.9(M) .-- 	.., 	.... . 10a'-  

	

139 500 	 -- • 	 8.2 

	

13 9 550 	. . -- 	-- 	-- 	-- -„. . (j ) 	 . 

	

13 0 650 • -- 	-- 	.- -, 	 . 	(M) 
Measured bend 	, ... 	. - on broken  • 	 . 

parts 	8 	0 =7 	5 	9,5 1 	12 	12 

	

(M)--Maxlmum. load. 	 • 

*--After reaching maximum lead 

(1)--Inspection revealed a large blow hole 

at point of fracture. 

In actual.sérvico  mot  links tailed in the 

bearing holes. -  A test was therefore made at this . 

point on the finished link L6. The bearing waà hammered 
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down until It broke the bend on the broken parts of 

the bearing was found to be approxiMately 20 0 . Figure 

9 shows the radius deformation of the bearing after ' 

undergoing the hammer:Ing o  together with a similar. 

bearing before deformation. 

Mi,crescople Examinationg 

Samples were cut from the decarburized links 

.before and ab or the cyaniding  • treatments. Whore the 

case condition was of interest s  the samples:wore mounted 

in bakelite to prevent rounding of the edges during the 

polishing. 

All thee° samples were given a metallographic 

polish and etched with a 2 per cent solution of nitric 

acid in alcoholà 	 • 

Photographs of the outer sections of the 

decarburized links were take% prior to any cyaniding 

treatment s  to show the general effect. of the various 

decarburIzing treatments (magnification x100). Figure 

1 gives the structure of the decarburIzed surface layer 

of dlink treated by  the  International Harvéàtër'Coo 

of  Canadas  Limiteds  in their regular packing material 

for 100 hours at a temperature of 1600°. to 1700°:, 

The grey material on the lefthand side is pearlità s  

the 'Iron carbide eutectold; the white-grained material 

on the right-hand side is farrite s  the Iron• constituent; 

a few temper carbon particles can also be seen. In 

the same way s  Figure 2 (link L1) 9  Figure 4 (link L2) s  

. Figure 6 (link 123) 9  and Figure  7  (link L4) illustrate 

the degree ,of decarburization taking place in the outer 
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zone of the castings with different treatments. 

Link L5 and" link L6 had  an outer decarburized 

zone structure similar to link L4e  shown In Figure Y. 

The centre core structure of link  Li  is Eihown 

In Figure 3e rare tempe carbon particles are- scattered 

in. a pearl:Ito and ferrite .background. Figure 5 and 

Figure 8 illustrate a structure known as the bu2l 9 s-eye 

pattern, consisting of dark areas of graphite surrounded 

by.white ferrite areas ln a groundmass - of pearlite. 

Figure 10 (link Ll) e  Figure 11 (link L2) e•

Figure 12 (link L3) e  Figure 13 (link L4) e  and Figure 

15 (link L5) are ail  photomicrographs at x100 magnifi- • 

• cation Showing the  case on five different links after 

cyaniding. The outer zones shown  ail  have a lighter. 

etching martensitic structure resting on a troosto-por- . 	 . 	_ 	. 

- bitic  muer zone. The substrata of these various cases 

reveal a Wide range of structures. The wlate areas 

at the left of Figure 10 are forrite e  the darker ones ' 

are pearlite. In Figure 12 is shown a sorbitic pearlite 

sdbstratum. Figure  15 showsthis core region immediately 

after the.case as being an :easildistinguishable lighter 

etching ferrite network enclosing grains of pearlito. 

The centre of the cere in link L4 (Figure 14) eoPrawanta 

a structure composed of temper carbon particles 01.1V'* 

rounded by sorbitic pearlite, .Figure 11 shows a 

tensite«and troesto-sorbitic substratum and Figure 15 e  

a martansite and troostite sUbstratum. Figure 16 

(magnification x1000) indicates Clearly the presence•  

of martenete and trees -Vita in the  core of llnk L5 0 
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Figure 17 and Figure 18 (magnification x100) show the 

case and core structure of link L6. The substratum 

of tbe.case is a ferrite network surrounding pearl:Ito 

graînàe a temper carbon  part ide  can be seen in the 

troosto-corbitia zone of the case. 

Discussion or nesults3 

Macroscopic Examinaten - Dimensional require-

ments are of importance, as a twenty-link assembly must 

pass the wrap test. The distance between centres at 

the bearing holes of the  International Harvester Co. 

of Canada, Limited, link appear to be the  came as the 

British link à  but the bearing holes in the former link 

were larger on  the  three-bearing-hole side. Although 

there were not sufficient links available for the 

wrap test, it is considered that the test could not 

be passee»uniess these bearing boles were reduced in 

size. 

Chemical Analysis  and Decarburization - The 

fundamentals of the decarburization process should be 

reviewed briefly before attempting to consider the 

influence of various componentà of cast-Iron. It 

should be remarked  th  first that decarburization le 

mainly a surface reaction. The carbon from the inner 

zone, therefore, bas to diffuse to the outer zone before 

being removed by oxidation. It is obvious that this 

carbon in the solid phase will migrate to the edge only 

after undergoing dissolution in the austenite. 

For a given decarburization temperature, the 

solid solution of austonite will tend,to reaah its 

saturation. At the start it will do So mainly at the 
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expense of the free cementite present »  which will go 

readily •nto solution. This will proceed  ab a fair 

speed ,at 1650°F to 1700°F. However»  when a point is 

reached whore there is no more free cementite present 

(50 to 80 hours) »  the carbon-ivon equilibrium will be 

satisfied by dissolving some of the precipitated 

graphite. The speed at which the carbon Is dissolved 

will »  therefore e  govern the rate ab  which it migrates . . 

towards the surface where It is removed. In any case » 

 the speed of oxidation should neVor go far beyond . that 

at Which the carbide is brought to the outer zone. 

if the oxidation overbalances thIs migration of the 

carbon»  surface oxidation of the iron will take place 

due to the lack of a suitable protective ateesphere 

of caxebon monoxide and carbon dioxide generated fram 

the burning carbide in contact with the racking medium. 

This will  recuit  in scaling and»  at the worst »  In iron 

oxide penetration. For that same reason»  as is shown 

by tome work  doue  by Ingall and Field (JoUr. of Iron 

& Steel Inst. »  No  l e  1925)e rapid beating will also 

promote peel growth since in the cooler coi e the 

cementite  ha  s no time to dissolve and diffuse at a 

rate necessary to counteract the penetrating oxide. 

It is therefore obvious that »  in the production oe a 

successful malleable irone  the predominant controlling 

factor is the rate of migration of the carbon from the 

centre to the surface. As was already shown in a 

previous report e  the addition of any element promoting 

graphitization (such as silicon and phosphorus) will 

slow down the deearburization 3  especially at its last 
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stage, and give- rise to peeling and iron oxide penetra-

tion° Oonversely e  any element stabilizing the carbides 

(such as sulphur and manganese) will  have exactly the 

oppoete effect° 

In the particular case of sulphur and manganese e  

it should be stressed that e  due to the formation of man-

ganese sulphide e  nMnSe n  the addition of manganese up to 

a certain point will counterbalance the effect of sulphur. 

Thereforee  the total resulting effect will be due to the 

excess of sulphur or to the excess of manganese present° 

By n excess sulphur n  is meant the total per cent of sul-

phur less the manganese in per cent divided by the atomic 

ratio of the two elements e  L( e0 by 10720 Similar:Ly e  

by nexcess of manganese n  is meant the total manganese 

in per cent loss the sulphur in per cent multiplied by 

1.720 

When a sulphur excess is present e  there will 

be formation of a ferrous sulphide whiCh e  because of 

its stabilizing action on the carbides e  will speed up 

the migration of carbon towards the edge and will  pro' 

vent  scaling. In this special caso e  the success of 

- decarburiZatione  when using a rather, violent oxidising 

medium like hematite oroà will - be - closely related to the 

presence of this excess sulphur, Therefore e  as one 

possible alternative e  the sulphur content of whiteboart 

shouldrise above the manganose in per. cent divided 

by the atomic ratio of these two element% 10 eo e  by 

1.720 Tho sulphur content nevertheless should not ex-

coed much - 0°50 per &ant e  otherwise it would be difficult 
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to malleabilize the link core. Due to the close con- 

nection between sulphur and manganese »  the content of 

this latter should therefore be adjusted so that the 

necessary excess of sulphur ean be present without 

going beyond this maximum permissible content. .Apprax-

imately 0.25 psr cent manganese is rocOmmonded and 

about .O25 per cent sulphur»  thus ensuring a slight 

excess of ferrous sulphide to restrain graphitization 

and to speed up docarburisatlon. In no•case Should-

the phosphorus much exceed 0.10 to 0.15 per cent. 

On the-other hand »  a sufficient manganese 

excess would have an effect equivalent to the excess 

sulphur; and in the - same way would slow down the 

growth of the oxide.layer which s  as already mentioned » 

 is the result ef . a race between the rate of oxidatioi .  

end the rate of carbon supply by diffusion from the 

•nterior. In this case s  euet as in the ease of sulphur s 

 there is a higher limit to the permissible amount of 

• manganese; otherwise »  malleabilling the link core would 

become difficult s  and this higher manganese content 

would also have a tendency to lower and widen the 

critical range of the oere—thus giving rise to serious 

d1fficult:1es in the case-hardening trettnentG This 

higher limit was not determined, However »  it is felt 

that »  1f the manganese content is kept at approximately 

0.50 to 0.70 per cent» these difficulties would not- 

be experienced; and.a suîtable excess of manganese can 

be thus provided »  If the sulphur content is .1coPt as 

low as possible. From the foregoing consideration »  it 
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is apparent that the excess of the carbon-stabilizing 

element in the specimene, submitted to decarburization 

was slighte thus partially explaining the scaling 

obtained during the process of decarburising. This 

manganese excess would be for that type of irom 

0.27 - (0.057 x 1.72) 0 017 per cent mangdmse o  

A chemical composition varying between  def-

inite values should be chosen for the whiteheart. Pram 

experimental results obtained on high-7si1icon-content 

whiteheart 9  it should be emphasized that such high sil-

icon content is to be avoided. Preferably e  not over 

1 00 per cent should be used. Howevero  care must be 

taken not to use too low a silicon contente otherwisop 

on cooling e  there might be separation of pro-eutectoid 

cementite at the centre of the cast1ng 9  with consequent 

embrittlement. 

Tho ideal condition of decaxeburization wanld 

be attained through the use of a packing medium which 

would have a preferential oxidising action on  the  iron 

carbide e  leaving Intact the ferrite. Hematite packing 

is ear from fulfilling this Ide 'al  condition 9  and e  if 

the composition of the whiteheart is not carefully ad-

justed when using it 9  scaling will result. However 9  

certain other factors can be modified which will reduce 

in certain proportion the amount of scaling, The ad-

dition of mill scale to the hematite packing can . be 

used with some advantage in that respect.' Before 

using the packing mixture 9  it should go through an 

annealing cycle a few times to reduce its oxidising 
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properties° Regeneration of the packing medium can 

be done by adding a  mail proportion of new hematite 

ore after each treatment (generally 1 part of new ore 

to 4 parts of used or e) 9  or by any other appropriate 

method making use of a suitable activator such an 

ammonium chloride° 

Link Ll was decarburimed in a 60-40 per cent 

hematite and mill scale mixture° The decarburiza-

tion was found very satisfactory; however e  the scaling 

was heavy. This scaling might alter the dimensions 

of the castings beyond expectation and therefore cause 

serious difficulties° 

The use of .a  gaseous oxidising medium has 

great potentialities In the manufacture of whiteheart 

malleable° The use of rbon dioxide in a circulatory 

system$  although giving a lesser degree of decarburiza-

trone _has the decided advantage of producing a small 

scale due probably to the protective carbon monoxide 

atmosphere generated (link L5), 

The action of a mixture of gas corresponding 

to approximately the cempesition of flue gases (with 

the exception of water vapor and sulphur dioxide) gave 

a decarburization approximately 1/10 inch deep° This 

treatment e  howevere  doveloved an apPreciable scale 

which appears during the last stage of decarburization 

after about 50 hours) (link L2). 

More satisfactory  •esultn e  howevore  were-ob-

tained by just heating the castings in a closed vessel 

over hematite e  after replacing the air at the start by 
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carbon dioxide. Very little scale is formed (links Lea, 

L59  and L6), 

The temperature of decarburization has a 

great influence on the rate oe decarburization. A 

convenient temperature rango is 1680°  to 1Y50°F durins 

the first otage of decarburisation when the cementite 

is dissolved into the austonite s  and aightly lower 

during the second stage *where the migration of carbon 

 to the surface is the controlling' factor. 

Heat  Treatment, - Cyaniding is mainly a car-

burizing treatment. It is therefore evident that any 

geint  having some influence on the solUbility or the 

rate of migration of carbon will consequently affect 

the speed of cyaniding. In lla3t 9  although being 

opposite in effect to decarburization 9  cyaniding will 

be favoured in  the same  way by carbon-stabilizing elemonto 

such aé sulphur ana manganese, In short, the a/loy 

composition which is mor uitable for decarburiza- 

tion9  within certain limits, will be found very suit-

able for cyaniding. The elements promoting graphiti-

zation, like silicon9  will havo a tondency to decrease 

the speed of cyaniding. Direct proof of this fact 

has been obtained In experiments not reported here. 

An intensely-  hard-case surface is produced 

by a double cyaniding treatment as described previously. 

Great care should be taken in cleaning the surface of 

the casting before cyaniding an Iron oxide skin or 

iron oxide penetration will make useless any attempt 

to cyanide Ito A high-pressure sand blast can  be used 
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for that purpose, 

During the higher temperature cyaniding 

treatment the temper carbon has a tendency to dissolve 

In the austenite and migrate towards the edge. Howover s 

 this first treatment is comparatively of a short dura-

tion and no great .  amount of carbon.can roach the outer 

zone. Slow cooling will then produce a soft ductile 

• core. 

In order to retain partly the.ductillty or 

the core s  the case.,hardening should be done by quench-

ing from a temperature slightly above the critical 

range of the case s  as any 'nigher temperature promotes 

carbon solubility in the cora.--If the core i8 well 

decarburized s  this critical range of the case can be 

exceeded by a reasonable margin without altering too 

much the ductility of the core. HOwevers  when the 

decarburization extends only to a few thirty-seconds 

of an inche  the margin by which the change point of 

the case can be exceeded becomes  vers  small. The choico 

of the hardening temperature in that case becomes a 

matter of groat importance. The critical margin betweon 

the  ocre and case-hardening temperatures will also 

vary according to the type of malleable iron used. 

If  for instance s  the silicon Is highs  as in true black-

heart s  the case-hardening treatment will render the . 

core extremely hard and brittle. 

It was found that for a high degeee of de-

carburization (link  L]. )» quenching from 1475°P in oil 

at room temperature gave -a satisfactOry core and case. 
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*.eor  a ÉlecarburizeC. depth  ,:)j7  3/1. inch.  (link L3)  a  te.a-

perature e• 1475°P wau feund to be the uu)or linit, 

core  just pasine the be:td test when  quenched froz 
• 

telupe:rature.  For an  ,:,.vi,:race decarburized c -2ept1i 

f 5/32 f.nh to 1/A inch te range of temperature for 

Tuenc,Wn 	foul- ,d to te 1400°  to 1420cF. Temperaturs.  

1475°J id 1500°?  wer• 1.'o.u-id to give definitely  to  

-rIttle a.eore; .t:he 1".4 - 1t quenering temperature  for 

7A-,e type of mallE*.ble used 1Tls  found to give a . satis- 

actor;; core ductllity :.;he decarburizatioià was 

-lot  much o7cr thre thirt-e:Jconds of an  inch. The 

use of a riCher low querch tenperature  would also 

71avY....  the ildvan1;au  of prcU-ccIng e. iner-grained case. 

Drawire -  The -F.rel›.1rtie3  of the links after 
. 	—  . 

21,Uenchin z.72  ure  improved by reheating to a certain tlem-

..oerature in order to  remeve .;traina and toughen the 

ase 	Durin3 •b.i  process, 'part of the very hard 

,larterilite of  the  case 	converted  into fine troestite 

with•oensequent softenina.  f the case. It is therefor 

• -..ecommended that the drarig be done  at a temperature 

4)f  300°  to e,0 31.c  in  order ;Jo loep  the hardness hit7,..à 

mourrh, 
• 

Aardnes Teets - All the  cyanided links 
as-ae 	Air*  e  ...J....  •  ..-Le  4110 

;.nvestigated were 	 -In sccordance with speci- 

icstion requirements, shing  that  proper  conditions 

1-cro folloud  to  obtain  t  70tD ease.  The  smail diffrence 

observed wIth  a  5-kilegra load and a 1-kilograir. loLd 

:Lndicates that  the  cases e.re reasonably thick. 

To obtain  a  cat15., faetery  bend  test, it was 
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noticed that  • the core hardness should not exceed def-

inite values, The hardness of a typical casting at 

different points fram edge to centre is sbnwn diagram-

matically In Figure 19 0  This casting was submitted 

to a double cyaniding treatment »  the  quenching being 

done ln oil fram 1400°F (link L6). The particular 

structure at these different points la also show% 

thus giving a complete picture of the physical con- 

ditions necessary to Obtain a tough product, It should 

be net:Iced that a one the hardness of which averages 

/80 (Vickers) 9. 1a generally present when the bend ob-

tained is good. In tests conducted on about 25 mal-

leable link% all those which did not meet this con-

dition did not show a particularly good  bond  (not over 

710) 0  

To ascertain that the inner bearing had come 

in contact with the cyanide s  and especially with  the 

o11 9  during the quenching process o  hardness tests were 

made on small samples cut from the inner part of the 

bearing; and they gave results similar to those ob-

tained on other portions of the surface. 

Bend Teats - Within cortain limits 2  

leability ls more desirable  tin strength9  as in actual 

use the links have to adjust themselves to the required 

ebape without breaking or causing a break in other 

parts of the  machinery, It should therefore be em-

phasized that the complote  bend test giving the per-

manent deformation under different loads is the main 

source of information on  the  actual usefulness of the 

fini shed link, 
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As can be seen  by the  results observed on 

different 1inks 9  the bond for this particular type of 

whiteboart varies with the amount of decarburization 

and the boat treatment, A good bend can be obtained 

on a highly decarburized link even after hardening the 

ease by quenching in oil from 1475°P0 Howevers  to 

produce tho same bend on a slightly decarburiged link 

of this type, the quenching temperature should be care-

fully adjusted to a value near 1420°P. 

Microscopic Examination - The ferrite outer 

zone and the pearlite-ferrite core of the decarburized 

castings show the degree of decarburization with  d11 

feront  packing media, The casting treated in a mixture 

of hematite and mill scale (Figure 2) and the one  

treated in a .  stream of carbon dioxide reveal e much 

greater decarburizod section than the others. The 

link decarburized in usynthetle flue gas 9  as vieil as 

those decarburIzed over hematite (Figure 7) 9  show large 

areas of pearlite in a ferrite background s  including 

few temper carbon particles; which indicates that 

the cementite was dissolved at this otage and that 

graphitization IntS Well under way. 

The two links which failed to pass the bend 

test have a much harder core s  the constituents of which 

appeae in Figure 11 9  (link 1,2?, martensite and troosto-

sorb:Ito) and also in Figure 15 (link L5g martensite 

and troostite). This core structure indicates that 

the case-hardening temperature used was high enough to 

allow resolution of carbon sufficient to result in the 
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•ormation of a martansite core* At than temperature 0  

the solution of the ferrite and carbide oe the pearlite 

JA camp1ete 9  as can be seen in Figure 16; which gives 

an enlarged portion at the edge of the core oe link 

L5 (magnification g1000),- showing clearly the martensite 

and troostite structure. 

On the other band s  1£ the case is quenched 

fram a temperature just above that of the critical 

range of the case e  some ferrite remains and foms a 

soft background to the bard cyanided caie e  as -can be 

seen in Figure 10 (link L1) 0  in Figure 12 (link L5) 9  

in Figure 15 (link L4) 9  and in  Figure  17 (link L6)* 

In Figure 10 and in Figure 12 is shown the 

predominating ferrite background; in Figure 15 and in . 

Figure 1?  this ferrite structure is reduced to a fine 

ferrite network enclosing coarse grains of pearlite. 

This ferrite structure will act as a soft medium be-

tween the harder fine-grained core and the hard case e  

and will thus ensure good ductility. 

Sections from the tWO links which failed on 

the bend test e  link L2 and link L5 0  do not reveal the 

presence of any ferrite in the case substratume  as 

should be expected (Figure 11 and Figure 16) 0  

The Inner core of the links which passed 

the bend test shows the presence of tempe carbon 

particles surrounded by a sorbitic.,.pearlite structure 

(Figure 14 and Figure 18). The links which failed 

reveal a much harder structure; mainly e  of martenete 

and troostite (Figure 20). 
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Conclusionss 

This work shows that a good decaxeburization 

can be obtained by packing the castings in Iron oxide 

which  ha  s been previously heated for a long period in 

contact with iron, It also gives the influence of 

sillcon9  manganese 9  and sulphur on the docarburiza- 

tion rate and on the scaling. It shows that the sulphur 

and manganese contenta should be carefully adjusted to 

minimize the sca1ing 9  especially when embedded in a 

highly oxidising medium like hommtite ore, As sulphur 

and manganese are closely re1ated 9  either an excess 

of sulphur or an excess of mqngenese cai  be used in 

the composition of white-heart. By nacess of sulphurn  

is meant the total per cent of sulphur less the man-

ganese in per cent div :Wed by the atomic ratio of 

those tuo element% 1, e. e  by 1072. Sim11ar1y 9  by 

excess of mareanese n  Is meant the total manganese 

in per cent  le ss the sulphur - in per cent multiplied by 

1,72, 

When an excess of sulphur Is used o  manganoSo 

should be kept low andv  conversely 0  when an excesà of 

manganese is umed e  sulphur should be kept low, With 

regard to the particular condition of prodtction of 

the International Harvester Co , of Ganada 9  Limited o  

it Is felt that a whiteheart containing an. excess of 

manganeSe - could be used with advantage. In all cases »  

the silicon . content should be kept as lOW RB conditions 

permit. 

For hematIte.packing decexburizatian o  the 

views of Ingall and Field on the growth o,f peeling with 
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raptd heating are nustaind, 

It  W s  found that part of the p.ropertics of 

blacklenrt and whitehear'; could be combined by =Ire 

R 	 (0.59 per cent), lor-sulphur ;C.057 per 

clnq  iron  La which the wani;anese was in atomic excess 

ov•r  the zn:,phui: thus aoAng as the oarbide-e;abinging 

e:_encrt. Aftor decarbwtUng silEhtly this particular 

typo cf oast-iron  in  0.7.1de to obtain e. deearburized 

zone only  a  few thirty-seaonds of an inch deep and then 

subriitting to  an approprbe oase-hardeninE treatment, 

a sLtisfactory track 11.nk was O.Dtained. The tempera-

bare at  whim:a tUe  high  cuPOon case is  q-uenched  should 

be chosen 	 (1400? to  A4250F) and Hhould never 

enceed the c7bitoa1 ranga of the core. For a well o.e-

carburized casting, bhe  »:.ole can bo hardened br beating 

to  shiphr tompeature 	ftr a part±ally decerbrized 

•  one, 

VrIrious metlx>dJ were tried to obtain 1;he low 

'iegree  of deeal,zupizatioL Tafflie'(it for this  parti

ular tïpe  of  Iron.  To  tl-Lcse methods could te . added 

he  ordinary  annealing tietment under controlled a. ,o;- 

:nospbere; by tha  use of Ln atmouhre tending towards 

--;he c:KfLdi&..ng sM.E4 9  a  sufficient depth of decarburiza-

tion  could  time be obtaineJ.. The potentialities of 

these mothoC,s are obvious 2nd it in neadless to say 

that the scalinF could be reduced to a ninimum ty 

prlperly  adjusting  the at cf decarburization, using 

11h,-3r oxidlsiu atmosphere at the first stage of tha 

procass when  the  cementite is Eoln Into solution,  and 
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decreasing it at the second stage when the slow migra- 

-non *2 the carbon towards the surface becomes the 

governing factor. • 

For a successful caso-1ardonfing 9  the recom-

mended practice should be followed carefully° 

ADDENDUM 
• 

 
c3 C... 3 	 tW  t1 t 	cca., 

. 	At the request of Mr0 J. A. Rice 9  Superinten- 

dent 9  International Harvester Co. of Oanada 9  Limited 9  

we are including an explanatory note on the following 

results obtained by the Hugh F. Davis Laboratoryg 

We have completed oui tests on the tank 
link malleable parts and test bars annealed 
In the gas-fired carburizing fUrnace at the 
knife & bar and report as follewsg 

• 
Analysis of Iron Usedg- • 

Silicon 	.85 - 
eulnhur 	0072 
Manganese 	029 
Phosphorus 	013 
To Carbon 	2.80 

(1) Two sets of bars and links wore made 
with the regular Iron ef thm heat as poured 
of the above analysis. 

(2) Tuo sots of bars and links were muds 
with the regular iron of the heat to which 
was added enough MangarlOS0 to bring it up 
to 0.50%0 

($) Two sets of bars and links were made 
with the regular Iron of the beat to which 
was added onough Sulphur to brin It up to 
00200%. 

One set of above was packed in iron ore 
which had  been  activated by havingsone through 
annealing cycle twice before9  this being the 
3rd ime, 

One set of abeve was packed in our reg- 
- ular packing material as used at the Malleable 

Foundry. 

Cycle' 86 hours between 16000  - .17500  F. 

(Continued next page) 
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44 hours were at 16000  F and 42 Iwurs 
at 1750e F o  

Pots were well luted and reMaîned so 
until opened on conclusion or anneal. 

All bars were quite free frau scale. 
Macroscopic examinationg all fractures 

generally white with slight peppery appearance 
in central  portion e  which conformed generally 
to the carbon concentration shown in table 
(sheet #2). 

A$ yet a microscopic examination has 
not been made to determine ratio of ferritic 
to pearlitic portions. This will be done 
if thought necessary. 

The following table comprises the chau-
icals and physicals with the respective kinds 
of packing e  comparing the British resUlts.... 

Garbon Goncontraaon 
B low  Surface to 	Tensile Elong.% 

	 Kind of Iron 	Packing 1/32n  1/16n  3/32 n  1/8n  3,/le n  PoSoIe  2n  

-xer.ner- 

Rgular Analysis Regular 
Iren Ore 

.82 	.82 1.26 1069 2020 83325 6.25 
044 	.71 	.76 1,14 1.86 82934 6025 

Reg. Built to .50 Mn. Regular .95 1.22 1 45 1.69 1O80 80196 470 
nn ' n 	Iron Ore .54 	058 	.82 1.16 1.78 880â/ 	6.25 

n 	n  .200 Sul. Regular 	066 . 1.22 1.86 2.18 2.29 82478 6025 
" 	" 	" 	9 	Tron Ore .86 	,90  1 o72 2.48 2.62 85086 6.25 

British .68 	.89 	.99 1.10 1.27 

ETG. 

(These results were taken fem "WBITE 
HEART MALLEABLE - TEST NO  58 e  July 18 e  1940.) 

These result% besides finding an explanation 

In our report e  brin also a direct confirmation to our 

observations concerning the relative influence of sulphur 

and manganese. 

If we consider the regular iron decarburiza-

tion (first twO lines beneath the column headings) 0  the 

atomic excess of manganese over sulphur is equal tog 

.29 - (0072 x 107) 	.16 per cent manganese. 
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This excess of carbon-stabilizing element would favor 

the docarburization to a certain extent. 

Uow e  lot us consider the regular iron built 

to .50 per cent manganese (lines 3 and 4). The do-

carburization in this ease is-good 9  owing to a fair 

atomic excess of manganese ove sulphur equal  to  

.50 - (.0Y2 x 107) 	.37 per Cent manganese. 

This manganese egoess acts as_tho stabilizing element 

and speeds up decarburization. 

On the other hand s, when the regular :Iron was 

built to a value of .200 per cent sulphur 9  tho atomic 

excess of sulphur over manganese is: 

.200 - (.29 1.7) g 0,03 per cent sulphur. 

Tho addition of sulphur thus glowed down the rate of 

decarburization because it reduced the amount of car' 

bide  stabilizer to only 0.03 per cont.  • When the sulphur 

was low, there was an excess of manganese over that 

required to form nMne of 0.16 per cont. The variation 

in the amount of effective carbide stabilizer present 

thus explains the experlmental results. 

HP:EFF 
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Tht3 microscopic specImens were all etched 

with 2 per cent Mal. 

Figure 1 

x100 

Outer zone of castimg decarburized by 
the«International -  Harvester 0o, of Oan 
adao  Llmited 9  in their regular packing. 

Figure 2 

x100 

Outer zone of casting decarburized in 
a 60-40 per cent lexture of 'hematite s 
and mill scale at 16700P for 96 houra. 
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Flgure 3 

x100 

Core of casting decarburîzed in a 
60-40 per cent mixture of hematito 
and mill staie  at 1670°F  or 96 hours. 

Flguro 4 

x100 

Outer zone of ousting deoarburized /n Wsynthetic" flue gas at 1680°P for 96 
hoursb 
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Pigure 5 

x100 

Core Of .oaàtliag - decarburized - in nsyn-
thetio n  flue gaB at 168&11  for 96 hours. 

Piguro 6 

x100 

Oilter zone of eaotîng deoaliburized in ogr-
, 	 bon 'dioxide.. 
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new@ V 

x100 

Quiter zonQ of caoting deearburised c'er 
hematMo 

Plgura 8 

xioo 

Gore of eastîng deoarburIzod over hematIto. 
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Figura 9 

Approximately xe 

ShowIng radius deformation'of hearli?g after 
hammering (left band side)0 

Figure.» 

x100 

Case on docarburized and cyanided link Ll. 
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Figure 1/ 

x100 

Gaae-on decarbur1ged and cyanided  link  I.2  

Figure 12 

x100 

Case on decarburized and cyanided link L5. 
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. Fiutee 15 - 

x100' 

Oaso on deearburized and cyanided unic,.1,40 

- Figuro 14 

x1 00 

Gore of deoarburized und Oynided link L4 0  
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Figure 15 

' 

x100 

Case on deoaemrized.and eyanided link L50 

Figure 16 

• r x1000 

Gore of docarburized and cyanided link L5 0  

4 
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x100 	 . 

Cao on decarburizcd and cyanided link L6. 

Figure 18 

x100 

Coro of decarburized and cyanided link 
L6. 
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Figure 19 
'1 

Diagram showing haednesu and''otructure at different 
distances . from the ede tf a aatiofactore' malleable 
iron link. • 

RPuEPF 


